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Is “The Gauge” Going To Adjust
Expectations About TV Consumption?
Earlier this summer, Nielsen released its first findings from “The Gauge,” its
monthly brief on TV viewing by platform. Per the report, in May 2021, the
share of total day viewing for persons 2+ was as follows:

Nielsen also provided a breakdown of the streaming category, showing Netflix
and YouTube with the largest individual shares of daily viewing:

As always, the major players claimed “wins” based on the findings: cable
pointed out that it’s in the lead and streaming pointed out that it bested
broadcast. On the other hand, some were surprised by streaming TV’s
performance with “only” 26% across all services.

https://www.mediadynamicsinc.com/media-matters/august-1-2021/


At Media Dynamics, Inc. we were not surprised by the findings. Per our
forthcoming TV Dimensions Alert, “An Updated Look at Our Changing Use
of TV Program Sources Over The Decades,” our estimates align with the
Nielsen findings. Furthermore, we found that since the early-2010s, the key
players’ share of viewing changed as follows:

As shown, the broadcast networks’ losses were more modest—and in line
with cable’s—when their TV stations (local viewing) was broken out
separately. And as expected, streaming’s growth was astronomical. Therefore,
per numerous reports in the trade press, streaming is indeed living up to the
hype, while traditional TV continues to suffer losses, although perhaps not as
great as some might have expected. However, when it comes to share of daily
usage in 2021 per Nielsen, “The Gauge” provides a dose of reality. Broadcast
trails streaming by only one percentage point. But broadcast encompasses
just the five major networks plus ION and several Spanish language channels.
Streaming encompasses a comparable 5 services (see above), but
streaming’s largest share of daily viewing comes from “all others.” This tells us
that while streaming slightly edges broadcast, streaming’s shares of viewing
by service are much more fragmented.

So what’s the takeaway? As always, we encourage readers to bring a critical
eye to the hype and self-promotion often evident in the trade press. Has
streaming grown in leaps and bounds in the past 10 years? Absolutely. Has
linear TV suffered as a result? Yes. But linear TV is by no means dead, as
some would have us believe. Hopefully Nielsen’s latest contribution to
cross-platform TV measurement will bring a healthy dose of realism to the
“streaming wars.” But time will tell if that is the case.



Streaming Viewing Is On The Rise. Ok, Now
What?
Many media pundits were surprised last month when Nielsen released its first
cross-platform viewing findings per “The Gauge,” which reported that
streaming viewing accounted for just 26% of total TV viewing (see article
above). Media Dynamics Inc. has been making similar estimates for our
subscribers for some time, and we were pleased to see that Nielsen
confirmed them, including the 6% share of all viewing for Netflix. And contrary
to those who may feel disappointed by the findings—thanks largely to inflated
expectations in the trade press—we think the results are not only accurate,
but respectable for a form of TV viewing still in its relative infancy.
Furthermore, we project streaming’s share to increase to about 45% of all TV
viewing in the next few years; this may be lower than some of the hyperbolic
numbers tossed around, but it is nevertheless an extremely healthy proportion
that merits serious attention among TV advertisers.

That said, while growth in viewership isn’t an issue, the next crucial steps in
streaming’s development regard establishing it as a solid choice for
advertisers, more specifically, positioning AVOD to branding advertisers. Let’s
take a look at where the situation currently stands and the problems that must
be addressed.

The TV folks are just feeling their way into AVOD, mostly as a defensive
operation to snag as many cord cutters as possible as a hedge against future
declines in linear TV ad and re-transmission incomes. Both have leveled off
and will probably begin to decline. But there is the issue of inventory. If we
eliminate short form videos on YouTube and factor in the lessened degree of
commercial clutter on many of the AVOD services, the amount of advertising
GRPs available to national TV advertisers via AVOD shrinks dramatically,
probably to only one-tenth of the total for all of TV, and maybe even less. The
idea that national TV advertisers could shift as much as 30% of their dollars to
streaming, as put forth by certain TV networks recently, just doesn't compute



when the availability of AVOD GRPs in comparable scheduling and program
content situations is considered. Perhaps in a few years, but not now.

The larger problem regards how TV is currently bought, and how to shift the
thinking of the real decision makers in favor of AVOD. It's clearly the
responsibility of advertisers to demand changes, especially about the ways
time is bought. But instead of doing this and supporting such demands by
granting those brands that would benefit more freedom, they do exactly the
opposite and force them into corporate upfront deals. And the bean counters
are still empowered to crunch the agency time buyers, all based on CPMs.
Meanwhile, various big shots keep making speeches at media industry
gatherings pleading for better targeting, cross platform metrics, etc., and
demanding that the sellers make the needed improvements, without the
advertisers providing any funding or additional staff to help make it happen.
As for the agencies, for the most part, they are doing what their clients really
want, not what they say they want.

The way that advertisers are organized is the main limiting factor. Exceptions
aside, the vast majority of national TV advertisers would consider driving
website visits as a sales promotion function and treat it as a bonus add-on or
perk as opposed to acknowledging that it has tangible value for their branding
efforts. Usually, sales promotion and branding are handled separately, one by
the sales staff, the other by brand managers. And, typically, sales promotion
(which is basically short-term thinking) is handled in-house or by specialist
agencies, while branding and attendant upfront/scatter TV buying is handled
by traditional agencies and their media buying arms. While there is some
degree of coordination, it's rare that media buying itself is coordinated, since
the sales promotion folks almost never make long term upfront deals. Frankly,
they don’t know how to negotiate with the networks. In addition, there is the
insistence that a large amount of national and local linear TV ad dollars be
placed in news, sports, or specials—no matter what—and the amount that is
available potentially for other forms of TV is limited to maybe 25% of the total
spend.



The idea therefore needs to be sold to CMOs and brand managers, with solid
evidence that it yields tangible results and, therefore, shouldn't be considered
a low CPM option but rather an ROI option. This won't be easy, and targeting
the buyers is not the way to go. The buyers are not judged by ROI or ad
awareness or sales metrics, only by eyeballs and the cost to reach them. If
enough CMOs really became engaged with the idea of AVOD and understood
the pitfalls of how they are buying time now, many might test the concept,
which would certainly yield some positive results. This would become known
in CMO circles (they talk to each other) and more would test the waters. There
would often be mixed results—good for some brands, not appropriate for
others—but getting through to the real decision makers, not with a lot of media
numbers but with a sensible marketing pitch, is crucial to the growth of
addressable TV.

Funding is also needed to obtain the kind of research on ROI that a
well-trained team of top sales and research people (not simply the everyday
sales force) could use to make the pitch. If the CMOs are reluctant to attend
such presentations, which is likely, it might take the top folks at the sellers to
secure the invite using their rank to motivate the CMOs to attend. Once the
sellers have their attention, such a pitch must be made without lapsing into
standard media hype, since there probably won't be a second chance. And
there should be a call to action, most likely a test with a plan already worked
out to monitor and measure the results, so the CMO feels the need to make a
decision (or seriously consider one). It's quite a different posture than normal
time sales which is often initiated by a buyer. Of course, the agency’s account
management and media teams would be filled in, but not at the expense of
blocking access to the CMOs. As we’ve said, at present, far too many dollars
are being locked up in corporate CPM-driven buys. However, attitudes are
starting to change as advertisers are hit with substantial CPM hikes even for
linear TV buys, as we are now seeing for the broadcast portion of the current
primetime upfront. Audience growth isn’t enough to convince the
powers-that-be. Now is the time to speak to national advertisers—in ways that



reflect how they really conduct business—and to position the platform as
conducive to branding ads, if AVOD is going to live up to its potential.


